
OneSoftware

A powerful business platform with accounting, inventory,
e-commerce, payroll, CRM & marketing automation layered
with a reporting engine that gives you the best insight for
your growing business.
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Deskera All-in-One Dashboard

Books Free 30 days trial OPEN TRY DEMO

OPEN TRY DEMOSales Free 30 days trial

Invoices
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Won and Loss Deals Pipeline View

Lead In
$1,450 23 Deals

Contacts Made
$2,450 22 Deals

Decision Buy In
$1,400 13 Deals

Quotation Sent
$7,150 12 Deals

Sales Pipeline

22
Contacts Made

Deals

Last WeekContact Report

Hot Leads
5,232

Cold Leads
986

Customer
3,001

Warm Leads
4,002

Singapore
4,732

Others
432

TOTAL CONTACTS

18,385
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Quick Payroll

Integrated CRM

Last WeekTotal Outgoing Salary

Sales
S$ 2,000

Product
S$ 1,700

Eng
S$ 1,200

Ops
S$ 3,000

TOTAL SALARY

7,900
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Account Receivable Bank Account Details

STATEMENT BALANCE IN DESKERA
5,500 4,830

Jan Feb Mar

ConnectedMaybank

Apr May Jun

Over 90 Days

60 to 90 Days

30 to 60 Days

1 to 30 Days

Due Today

1.7K 1.7K

3.6K 3.6K

5.1K 5.1K

2.7K 2.7K

1.8K 1.8K

People Free 30 days trial OPEN TRY DEMO

Easy Invoicing

Business Super App
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Deskera allows you to connect to multiple Shopify, Woo-
commerce, Amazon FBA & FBM stores and streamline your
online business in minutes. Inbuilt Shop Builder allows you
to build and launch your own webstore with products,
inventory and orders synced in real time.

It's E-commerce Enabled

Deskera subscription comes with access to first of its kind
- fully featured mobile app capable of running most of the
business operations from your phone..

Business Super App

Take away the hassle of buying multiple software and integrating them by paying extra. Deskera boasts of being the only software for SMBs that gives a modular arrangement of accounting, inventory,
eCommerce, payroll, CRM, and marketing features. It’s an ERP built for the SMBs minus the hassle of prolonged implementation, high subscription costs and infra requirements. Here are some of it’s
benefits:

Deskera offers tools to manage your most critical business
operations - billing, order fulfillment, payments, purchase,
inventory tracking, eCommerce, payroll, sales, and
marketing in its platform. You also get additional
capabilities like custom reporting, document designing.

All Your Crucial Business Functions in One
Software Deskera is built on the understanding that an SMB will not

need all the tools when he starts but will need more tools
as he grows. Deskera's modular structure allows you to
start using any module of Deskera first. Within modules,
you can also choose to use features as per your business
workflow and switch off the others.

Use Deskera as You Grow
Deskera gives you tools to build unlimited contacts lists,
landing pages, persona-focused funnels, segments, and
email automations to build a marketing nurturing funnel.
Track unlimited deals, pipelines and record activities for
sales closure.

GenerateQualified Leads andSellMore

Deskera gives you all the accounting tools you will need for
your business - flexible invoice designing, bill scanning,
automated recurring transactions, custom fields, payment
processing with multiple vendors, GST/SST/Local tax
compliance, fixed assets, financials and statutory reports.

Powerful Accounting
Deskera provides you with connections with the best range
of banks through its multiple providers. The rule-based
engine recognizes custom-defined rules and reconciles
transactions automatically. Don't worry if you can't find
your bank; it's still pretty easy to import your statement.

Connection to Major Southeast Asia Banks
For SMB’s that require managing products, Deskera
provides extensive feature sets like reserve stock, reorder
level, batch no/serial number tracking, barcode scanning,
bill of materials, multiple warehouses, inventory
adjustments/transfers, product variations, multiple unit of
measures.

Advanced Inventory Tracking *

Deskera can handle various order processing operations -
standard order, dropshipping, backorder processing, pick,
pack & ship with integration to shipping carriers. It allows
you to print delivery orders, labels, and invoices at the
same time.

Efficient Order Delivery
Deskera gives you the flexibility to run payroll for
employees without worrying about getting billed per
employee. Generate all local compliance forms, e-
submission files, and reports. Submit bank giro, file for
leaves, and scan expense bills on the go.

RunUnlimitedPayroll

Invite your bookkeeper for free to Deskera to confirm your
accounts before submitting your statutory forms. Deskera
comes with an exhaustive list of tools which helps
bookkeepers to not only manage their clients but also their
practitioners in a easy way.

Bookkeeper
Deskera only charges you for power users, rest users/
employees are all free to use*. It doesn't limit you on the no
of transactions or contacts or emails - its unlimited.

It's Easy on Your Pocket

* Conditions apply
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Overall

Ease of Use

Customer Service

Features

Value for Money

Likelihood to Recommend
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95.8% 77.7%
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(Ratings based on Capterra Reviews)

KESHAVM
Founder

one stop solution for accounting, CRM & HR needs
for any business

I have been using Zoho books for more than 2 years
now and was very scared to switch. I on a trial used
deskera for almost a month and the learning curve
have been awesome. I was so happy that I
immediately purchased a code and also considering
to upgrade it even. This tool has a huge potential and
I am still enjoying that [SENSITIVE CONTENT
HIDDEN] are active and ready to support. I
purchased it for a manufacturing business and am
really loving the option and features it has. I have full
faith that this product will be my one-stop solution
for accounting & HR needs (payroll for now). I wish
that this product reach its full potential and we also
grow with it.

CHUA L.
Founder, Apparel & Fashion

Finally, A One-App Rules All Solution For
My Business!

Deskera All-In-One has been a wonderful investment
I’ve made to ease my life. The time and cost-savings
that Deskera will provide to SMEs and large
companies alike would be tremendous. I highly
recommend using Deskera!

DAVIDW
Chief cook and bottle washer

Exceptional 'bang for bucks'!

Deskera does all and more than I need in accounting,
HR and CRM software and yet is priced way below
competitive alternatives. The product is already very
well featured but their roadmap is full of additional
functions and features that can only further improve
an already strong product. Since subscribing, they
have already added a number of enhancements,
most interestingly for me, is their Shopify alternative.
They have a FB user group where they continually
interact with users in an extremely responsive
manner. As an example, I asked a question and
received a comprehensive response in less than 15
minutes! You can't beat that!

Deskera may be the exact solution that
you have been looking for your business.

Talk to ExcelAcademy today about trying
Deskera for free.

1700-81-5520 I info@excelacademy.my
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